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WES-2022-11 | Review article

 

General comments:

 

The article sets out a fairly comprehensive set of research challenges for wind energy in
“atmospherically complex” locations.

 

My main feedback is that this article should be seen as adding to similar “challenge”
articles in recent years. For example, van Kuik et al (2016) (not cited in the article under
review) and Veers et al (2019)  (not cited in the article under review). While the two
aforementioned published challenges articles go beyond atmospheric science aspects, they
do feature many atmospheric challenges. I would like the authors first to recognise these
aforementioned challenges papers  and state how their article goes beyond what is stated
in those publications. 

 



I think the article is rather long. I can see the purpose of the article, which really is
focussing on complex terrain locations, but I lack a succinct summary and set of
recommendations. Perhaps Table 1 can be made more central to the article and have
additional columns with headings such as “impact” and “priority” following the R&D
column. Then the main text can be reduced and focussed on discussion points around the
table. 

 

One last comment, while terrain complexity and icing are mapped (Figures 1 and 3), I
think the “complex flow” and “complex weather and climate” are quite overlapping and
very general terms. It would be difficult to map these. Where is weather and climate
simple, one could ask? Therefore it is almost a corollary; that where there is complexity
there is also challenge. 

 

Specific comments:

 

P 1

 

Abstract: Please state briefly what is the new conclusion emerging from this review
beyond what can be found in earlier “challenges” articles.

P2 

 



L20 What is the definition of mountainous in Fig 1 and main text.

 

L25 Mention offshore resource can also be used if “simple” terrain is exhausted or not
available.

 

L30 Insert “...and sudden *associated* changes in wind speed…” 

 

P3 

 

L57 “Complex weather and climate” seems a bit loose. Is there “simple weather and
climate”? See general comment above.

 

L70 “relating to hilly, mountainous or forested locations”, is that the same as complex
terrain discussed on same page? If so, can that term be used?

P5 

 

L110  Fig 2  I completely agree that the diurnal cycle is important to capture. But this is
not a new result. Furthermore time series data is not required to capture that. Knowing
variance of wind speed, via for example, k (shape parameter) together with A (scale



parameter) of a Weibull distribution of wind speed, would capture this too effect too.

 

P9 

 

L195 I think a reference to Bingöl would be fitting here:

 

Bingöl, F.: Complex terrain and wind lidars, Dissertation, Risoe National Laboratory for
Sustainable Energy, Technical 545 University of Denmark, Roskilde, 2009. Bingöl, F.,
Mann, J., and Foussekis, D.: Conically scanning lidar error in complex terrain,
Meteorologische Zeitschrift, 18, 189–195, 2009. 

 

P14

L350 “human”->”person” perhaps?

 

L357 About the word “maximise” and “minimise” in the sentence. I do not agree with the
sentence. Layouts should rather maximise the ratio of production to costs. It is not the
same.

 



P16 

 

L430 “focuson”->”focus on”.

 

P18

 

L474 Figure 6, it is not completely clear what this figure is illustrating. Is it needed?

 

P20

 

L545 Please state how expenses can be reduced?

 

P21

 



L562 Consider changing “inherent uncertainty” with “chaotic nature” or similar.

 

P22 

 

L619 It is not surprising there is no agree-upon definition of “complex terrain” because the
definition will probably depend on the use case or model in questions. I would argue that
when speaking of complexity, one needs to qualify the measure being used, e.g. what
threshold slope value is being used etc. 

 

Several places “RiX”->”RIX”, it stands for Ruggedness INdex.

 

P24 

 

L669 “interaction of the terrain and *flow*” is perhaps better in this context.
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